
General Grant Information

Project Title: Entrepreneurial Women in Fashion Design

Grant Type: Small Project Assistance (SPA)

Volunteer Name: Andrew Koch

Status: Draft

% Comm. Contribution 
Proposed:

73.13 % Comm. Contribution 
Final:

0.00

Country:

Responsible Program 
Manager/APCD:

Beatriz Cordoba

Colombia

This application has been developed as a tool to help Volunteers and their communities plan successful small grant projects. The information that you record here will also be 
transmitted to Peace Corps Headquarters for internal reporting and reporting to donors. Please work with your community to fill out this application and return it to the appropriate 
staff member at post for review. Before completing any section, make sure to read the entire application.

Amount Approved:Amount Requested: $2,528.40 Amount Remaining: $0.00

Comm. Contribution 
Amount Proposed:

$6,880.18 Comm. Contribution 
Amount Final:

$0.00

6.1.1, Cross CuttingProgram Element:

The budget information below will auto-fill once the budget has been entered into PCGO.  If these fields are blank, you do not need to fill them in.

4/17/2018 10/4/2018Project Start Date: Project End Date:

City/Town/Village Community Group Name Group Contact Person Group Contact Information (phone, address, etc.)

Number of PCVs working on project: 

Requested Grant Amount (local currency):

Fundación Fundación Reinado Nacional de 
Sol

Edilsa Esther Moscote Ortega +57 315 6988105
eemomodas10@hotmail.com

1

Community Information

Exchange Rate: $1US= (enter local currency value here): 2857.14

7224000.00

Primary Classification? Classification(s)

Yes Community Economic Development

Classification
Choose from the following categories to give your project a primary classification: Agriculture, Education, Environment, Health, Municipal Development, Community and Economic 
Development, Youth Development, Water and Sanitation, HIV/AIDS, ICT, NGO Development, Volunteerism, Food Security, or Gender and Development. From the same list above, 
choose a secondary classification to describe your project, if applicable.
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Other PCVs:

PCV 3

PCV 2

Primary PCV Koch, Andrew Peace Corps Sector

Peace Corps Sector

Peace Corps Sector

Community Economic 
Development

COS Date

COS Date

COS Date

11/2/2018

Volunteer Information

Summary

Background

Community Involvement

Please provide a brief summary of the 
project (up to 250 words). Include 
project activities, objectives, the 
community's contribution and the 
potential impact the project may have.  
For PCPP applications, this is the text 
that will appear on the PCPP webpage, 
please omit specific location 
information.

Describe the background of the 
community and what priority this project 
addresses.

How is the community the driving force 
behind the project? Provide examples 
that demonstrate the community's 
involvement in the design and planning 
of this project.

In June 2017 EEMO Fashion Design School (‘EEMO Modas’) began a fashion design course with fifteen female students. The fifteen ladies 
studying this career are mostly single mothers coming from underprivileged backgrounds with little source of income, and therefore, they 
were provided scholarships by two local NGOs, the Angels Foundation and the Sun National Fashion Show Foundation (‘FRNS’). Using skills 
from their fashion design course and EEMO Modas’ equipment, the students and Edilsa Moscote, Director of EEMO Modas and the FRNS, 
identified the opportunity to create a source of employment for the group of women by working together in a small tailor workshop 
producing apparel and selling to local department stores. Despite a daily struggle to sustain their families, the group regularly saves money 
for materials, machine maintenance, and the purchase of new machines. Moreover, EEMO Modas and the FRNS are donating portions of 
their physical space and utilities as the business begins to generate revenue.

With a $2,500USD Small Project Assistance (‘SPA’) grant, the women and FRNS would be able to purchase five basic sewing machines and 
an overlock sewing machine in order to dramatically enhance these fifteen women’s production output and incomes. Moreover, Peace 
Corps will continue providing training on business management, teamwork in organizations, and financial literacy, thus ensuring the 
project’s sustainability. The project’s long-term aspirations are training more women of similar socioeconomic status in fashion design, 
including these skilled women in the project, and ultimately launching a proprietary brand sold directly to consumers.

Fundación is a municipality with approximately 60,000 residents located in the northeast of the Department of Magdalena. Fundación is 
one and a half hours south of Santa Marta, the departmental capital, and two and a half hours from Barranquilla, the economic hub of the 
Caribbean coast of Colombia. Approximately thirty percent of the population is considered ‘displaced’ by the various armed conflicts that 
Colombia has endured in the past fifty years, especially paramilitary violence. Cattle raising and palm oil production are key drivers of local 
economic activity. Moreover, Fundación’s strategic central location among several more rural towns makes it a small regional hub of 
activity, notably in the retail and healthcare sectors. Despite the presence of several financial institutions, financing for small businesses is 
difficult to obtain given short duration of loans and exorbitant interest rates and fees. Entrepreneurship and innovation are highly limited in 
scale and scope resulting in high unemployment, a generally stagnant economy, and a high dependence on federal government assistance 
programs, most markedly for women and single mothers.  

The Entrepreneurial Women in Fashion Design project addresses several pertinent priorities in Fundación. First, it stimulates job creation 
within a sector that has high demand with entirely outsourced supply. Fundación’s small regional hub status allows it to support numerous 
department stores and smaller clothing outlets. However, all supply to these retailers come from larger cities, especially Barranquilla. The 
project allows for money to multiply within the local economy rather than leaking out to domestic urban centers and international 
exporters. Second, Entrepreneurial Women in Fashion Design project’s innovative and pioneering nature will serve as a model for youth 
and women in the community. Enterprising young people that have the resources in Fundación have little incentive or motivation to stay 
after completing high school given the lack of a university and limited job prospects in their town. Upon seeing the success of an internally 
driven, female-led business venture, youth and women of Fundación will have more positive attitudes and outlooks on the possibility of a 
prosperous well-being in their hometown which will further inspire innovation, entrepreneurship, and gender equality. Finally, the financial 
independence of the women involved in the project converts need-based, assistance -driven perspectives to an asset-based paradigm 
based on identifying strengths and leveraging them to create opportunities.

Please fill in each box explaining the planning for your project.

Project Narrative
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Outcome

Implementation

Briefly describe the desired outcome of 
the project.

Describe the implementation plan that 
will be used to achieve the goals and 
objectives of this project. Do you 
foresee any challenges to project 
implementation?

EEMO Modas, an Educational Institute for Jobs and Human Development founded in 1995 by Edilsa Moscote, a highly successful woman 
with degrees in economics, fashion design and nursing, has two campuses, one in Santa Marta and the other in Ms. Moscote’s native 
Fundación. EEMO Modas employs nine people and offers courses in fashion design and tailoring with others in palm oil production, heavy 
equipment operation, and early childhood care, among others.

In May 2015 a tragedy struck the municipality of Fundación when thirty-three children and one adult died in a bus explosion which 
received international press coverage. Paramilitary violence in the late 1990s and early 2000s had been reduced to nothing by 2015, and 
Fundación had reached a turning point in its history. This traumatic bus explosion in May 2015 sent shockwaves through the community 
and generally caused the return of the negative outlooks and attitudes which the community had worked so hard to combat. 

However, this event inspired action from community leaders such as Ms. Moscote. Shortly after the fatal event occurred in 2015, Ms. 
Moscote founded the Sun National Fashion Show Foundation (FRNS) with the overarching goal of bringing joy back to her hometown while 
giving it a new image to those outside in the form of a nationally renowned fashion show. Annually in May the FRNS hosts fashion 
designers and pageant queens from all regions of Colombia for a week of cultural celebration and display of the latest trends in the 
country’s growing fashion scene. Moreover, the event is philanthropic at its core. With support from the municipal government, the 
business community and proceeds from the event, FRNS provides food and school supplies to over two hundred underprivileged children 
in Fundación as well as self-esteem and environmental educational sessions.

Ms. Moscote was not the only high profile individual moved to action by the cataclysm; Jhon Fredy Macias, the manager of Fundación’s 
largest department store, Metamorfosis, founded the Angels Foundation. Through sponsoring youth sports leagues, providing school 
supplies to low-income neighborhoods, and other community outreach initiatives, the Angels Foundation seeks to honor the thirty-three 
‘angels’ who lost their lives by providing opportunities for youth in Fundación. 

In early 2017 Mr. Macias, in his philanthropic work, identified an opportunity to create a source of steady employment for disadvantaged 
single-mothers who receive assistance from his foundation and have unstable jobs cleaning houses, selling clothes from catalogs, and 
nannying. The Angels Foundation, in partnership with Ms. Moscote and the FRNS, partially sponsored twenty scholarships for these 
women in the study of fashion design (the scholarship covers more than 90% of the education cost but not all because the two 
foundations want the women to be personally invested in their growth). Mr. Macias’s department store sells a variety of apparel which he 
currently purchases in Barranquilla, and through this course, the women studying this career would become able to produce the same 
clothing thus generating incomes for themselves and maintaining a vital economic activity within Fundación. Fifteen women have 
continued with the course through its ninth month of thirty. They are actively saving nominal amounts of their own money for the eventual 
purchase of raw materials and their own equipment. Now that the women have been sufficiently trained on tailoring, they are ready to 
begin the practicum portion of their study and produce shirts, pants, blouses, etc. EEMO Modas and the FRNS have graciously offered 
their equipment and building for the women to start this production in the month of March. 

In January 2018 Andrew Koch, Fundación’s Peace Corps Community Economic Development Volunteer, joined the team to provide training 
on entrepreneurial and business management topics and financial literacy through the formation of a community savings group. 

The broad goal of launching Entrepreneurial Women in Fashion Design project is financial stability and income generation through 
entrepreneurship. The outcomes as a result of launching the entrepreneurial venture successfully include stimulation of the local economy, 
empowerment of women in business, role models for young women, financial literacy, enhanced teamwork and solidarity, financial 
independence, and an asset-based paradigm.

As stated in the ‘Goals & Objectives’ section, the principal goal of the Entrepreneurial Women in Fashion Design project is income 
generation and financial stability for families through self-employment in a shared tailor’s workshop. There are three broad objectives that 
will lead to the fulfillment of this goal: 1. learn and organize, 2. produce, and 3. grow. The first objective consists of continuing studies 
related to fashion design, completing Peace Corps curriculum on financial literacy, entrepreneurship, and life skills/teamwork, formalizing 
organizational roles, defining initial product specifications (i.e. agro-industrial uniforms), and arranging prices and purchase agreements 
with the first client, Metamorfosis. The second objective’s activities lie in the purchase and assembly of five basic sewing machines and an 
overlock sewing machine, the procurement of raw materials (fabric, string, staples, etc.), and the first production of garments. Looking 
toward the future, objective three’s activities include conducting a market study and developing new client relationships and new products, 
identifying and adding new women to the project, formalizing an association/LLC/NGO with the Santa Marta Chamber of Commerce, and 
launching a proprietary brand and boutique with direct-to-consumer sales. The project for the purposes of this grant proposal will take 
place during objective one and two’s consummations (with the exception of the completion of the certification in fashion design which will 
be in December 2019). 

Portions of objective one are already complete such as the product specifications, price arrangements, and organizational roles (including 
the formation of an organizing financial mechanism in the form of a community savings group). Edilsa, Mr. Koch, and other community 
leaders will continue to provide dynamic educational sessions on entrepreneurial topics throughout 2018. 

As it stands before receiving SPA project approval and funding, objective two’s purchase of four basic sewing machines, an overlock 
sewing machine, and a 20U sewing Machine is a large challenge given the difficulty in procuring financing for these relatively high price 
items. With approval and funding of the project through the SPA program, this challenge will be alleviated. The FRNS will take possession 
of the equipment to be purchased with SPA funds so as to ensure safety, security, sustainability, and equality in access. 

Objective three’s implementation will be achieved with Mr. Koch’s guidance throughout the remainder of his service (i.e. November 2018) 
as well as the future Peace Corps Community Economic Development Volunteer who will be placed in Fundación in October 2018. 
Developing a proprietary brand with a boutique store may prove to be unprofitable or unfeasible through the market studies in which case 
selling to a distributor or retailer may continue to make the most economic sense.
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Sustainability

Capacity Building

How will the project contribute to 
building skills and capacity within the 
community?

How will the community be able to 
sustain the activities and/or benefits of 
this project? What is the community's 
plan to sustain the benefits of the 
project after the initial project funding 
has been exhausted?

As elucidated in the ‘Community Involvement’ portion of this proposal, this project was well in motion before Peace Corps’s involvement. 
FRNS, EEMO Modas, Metamorfosis, the Angels Foundation, and their respective leaders have robust histories of leading and sustaining 
initiatives in Fundación. Moreover, the initial fifteen women benefitting directly have not only invested significant time but also personal 
savings into the project. The ‘Implementation’ section, especially objective three, addresses the go-forward plans of this project which will 
preserve and bolster the benefits of the proposed funding. In summary, this transformative project was well in motion before this SPA 
proposal and will continue regardless of funding; however, SPA’s investment will expedite the project’s growth in the short-term and 
expand the breadth and depth of the project’s long-term opportunities thus positively impacting more people in Fundación.

The Entrepreneurial Women in Fashion Design project will contribute to building skills and capacity within the community in the following 
ways: 
- Tailor/dressmaking skills 
- Fashion design 
- Business management skills (feasibility studies, market study, marketing/product analysis, operating plans, client service/sales, 
accounting, cost analysis, budgeting)
- Personal financial literacy (savings, budgeting) 
- Teamwork and conflict resolution 
- Life skills and motivation 
- Technology/Computer skills
- Female empowerment 
- Enhanced understanding of gender roles

Timeline

Fill out for Initial Grant/Application Fill out for Completion Report

Goal Objective Indicator(s) Who When Results Comments

Objective 1: Learn and 
Organize: Complete PC 
curriculum on financial 
literacy, 
entrepreneurship, and life 
skills/teamwork

Women in group continue 
with community savings 
group to enhance 
financial literacy, 
participate in dynamic 
learning sessions about 
basic business 
management/entreprene
urship, life skills, and 
teamwork/conflict 
resolution led by Ms. 
Moscotes, Mr. Koch, and 
other community leaders

15 women, EEMO 
Modas, FRNS, Ms. 
Moscotes, Mr. Koch

March 2018 – 
October 2018

Objective 1: Learn and 
Organize: Formalize 
organizational/labor roles

Women formalize roles in 
small enterprise 
(leadership structure as 
well as operational roles)

15 women, EEMO 
Modas, FRNS, Ms. 
Moscotes, Mr. Koch

March 2018

Objective 1: Learn and 
Organize: Define initial 
product specifications 
(especially uniforms), 
arrange prices and 
purchase agreements 
with initial client 
(Metamorfosis)

Initial product 
specifications and prices 
agreed upon with 
Metamorfosis including 
design and material type

15 women, EEMO 
Modas, FRNS, Ms. 
Moscotes, Mr. Macias

March 2018

Objective 2: Produce: 
Purchase and put into 
working order five basic 
sewing machines and 
overlock sewing machine

Equipment purchased 
from Macoser (equipment 
wholesaler in 
Barranquilla), transported 
to Fundacion, assembled 
by technical support on 
staff of EEMO Modas

EEMO Modas (esp. 
technical support), 
FRNS, Ms. Moscotes, 
Mr. Koch

April/May 2018

Objective 2: Produce: 
Procure raw materials 
(fabric, string, etc.)

Purchase raw materials 
including fabric, string, 
staples, thread, etc. for 
initial products

15 women, EEMO 
Modas, FRNS, Ms. 
Moscotes, Mr. Macias

March 2018

Objective 2: Produce: 
Make initial product 
(uniforms)

Design, cut fabric, and 
sew agro-industrial 
uniforms to be sold to 
Metamorfosis 

15 women, EEMO 
Modas, FRNS, Ms. 
Moscotes, Mr. Macias

April/May 2018

Goals & Objectives
What are the project's goals and objectives and how will you know if your project is reaching them to produce the desired benefits or change? Please list corresponding goal and 
objective for each line when entering multiple indicators for each goal/objective.  Add rows if needed.
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Person Responsible Activity Implementation Time

15 Women, EEMO Modas Continued Study of Fashion Design

15 Women, Mr. Koch Community Savings Group Cycle as a personal savings mechanism and group 
fund for machine maintenance, overhead, and raw materials 

15 Women, Mr. Macias, Ms. Moscote Production of garments, especially agro-industrial uniforms

FRNS, The Angels Foundation, 15 Women Identify and add new members to team

EEMO Modas (esp. technical support), FRNS, 
Ms. Moscote, Mr. Koch

Buy and put into working order four basic sewing machines, overlock sewing 
machine and 20U sewing machine

15 women, EEMO Modas, FRNS, Ms. Moscote, 
Mr. Koch

Market study, additional client identification, and new product analysis

15 women, Ms. Moscote Register a legal entity

15 women, EEMO Modas, FRNS, Ms. Moscote, 
Mr. Koch

Write a detailed business plan including mission/vision, financial metrics, roles of 
each entity, statutes/constitution, etc.

Objective 3: Grow: 
Conduct a market study 
and develop new client 
relationships and 
products

Using entrepreneurial 
studies in Objective 1 and 
initial experience in 
selling, women 
successfully conduct a 
market study identifying 
opportunities such as 
new clients and products

15 women, EEMO 
Modas, FRNS, Ms. 
Moscotes, Mr. Koch

August 2018

Objective 3: Grow: 
Identify and add new 
women 

Through FRNS and 
Angels Foundation 
community work and 
women’s connections, 
bring additional 
underprivileged, 
entrepreneurial women 
into the project to study 
fashion design and 
ultimately work in the 
productive unit

15 women, EEMO 
Modas, FRNS, Ms. 
Moscotes, Mr. Macias, 
The Angels 
Foundation

August 2018 and 
ongoing 

Objective 3: Grow: 
Formalize 
association/LLC/NGO with 
Chamber of Commerce of 
Santa Marta 

Register a legal entity for 
the group of women 
under the Chamber of 
Commerce of Santa 
Marta 

15 women, Ms. 
Moscotes 

August 2018

Objective 3: Launch a 
proprietary brand and 
boutique with direct to 
consumer sales

Depending on results of 
market study, create a 
propriety brand and 
identify direct to 
consumer sales channel 
(i.e. boutique store, 
purchase orders, etc.)

15 women, Ms. 
Moscotes, Mr. Koch, 
Future PCV

Late 2018 into 
2019

The principal goal 
is income 
generation and 
financial stability 
for families 
through self-
employment in a 
shared tailor’s 
workshop.

Objective 1: Learn and 
Organize: Continue 
studies related to fashion 
design

Women complete studies 
of fashion design, 
graduating with 
certificate in fashion 
design from EEMO Modas

EEMO Modas, 15 
women participating 
in course

December 2019 
(currently in 2nd 
semester of five)
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General

Environmental

Mitigation

Do No Harm

Please report on the results of your “do 
no harm” discussions with community 
members. Did you find that there were 
consequences you hadn’t thought 
about?

If the proposed project is not solely a 
training project, please discuss possible 
negative environmental impacts with 
your community. What are potential 
negative Environmental impacts of the 
project activities?

For each of the potential negative 
impacts described in your prior 
responses please describe the measures 
the community will adopt in order to 
monitor and mitigate against potentially 
harmful effects.

The issues in the ‘Do no harm’ discussion can be placed into three categories: 1. Safety, 2. Organizational Issues, and 3. Operational 
Issues. One concern when working with textile machinery is the safety of those individuals operating it. Second, there are organizational 
issues that could arise including what would happen if the group of women are not consistent with the project. Finally, there are 
potential operational hurdles such as customer consistency, unforeseen expenses, and excessive demand.

Negative environmental impacts include the negligible increased use of electricity at the EEMO Modas building.

Not only are these women highly trained in the use of this machinery but also they will be under the supervision of experts, thus 
mitigating the safety issue. Moreover, EEMO Modas has an insurance policy guaranteeing the safety of those on its property and using 
equipment contained therein.

The NGO FRNS will be taking possession of all equipment so as to ensure that one group member’s lack of participation will not disrupt 
the project at large. The two participating foundations and EEMO Modas are committed to this project long-term and will seek out new 
community members to participate should that be a necessity. Likewise, the current participants have signed off on their commitments 
and will be signing agreements in the final business constitution/statutes.

As with any business, client relations can become strained, tax burdens and maintenance costs can rise, and demand can outstrip 
supply. The leadership of Ms. Moscote and Mr. Macias and the consultation of Mr. Koch, combined with the entrepreneurial shrewdness 
of the women themselves, will position the group well to deal with issues of customer service, projecting and budgeting for expenses, 
and understanding market demands. Moreover, the women are actively saving through their community savings group which will allow 
for a buffer of financial resources to pay for unforeseen machine repairs.

Budget Detail

Budget Summary

Category Grant Amount Community Contribution 
Cash

Community Contribution In-
Kind

Third-Party Contribution 
Cash

Third-Party Contribution In-
Kind

Equipment $2528.40 $0.00 $2450.00 $0.00 $0.00

Labor $0.00 $0.00 $996.68 $0.00 $0.00

Land/Venue Rental $0.00 $0.00 $126.00 $0.00 $0.00

Materials Transport $0.00 $0.00 $122.50 $0.00 $0.00

Materials/Supplies

Other $0.00 $3185.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Travel/Per 
Diem/Food/Lodging

Total $2,528.40 $3,185.00 $3,695.18 $0.00 $0.00

Item 
Description

Budget 
Category

Unit 
Cost

Qty Total 
Cost

Grant 
Amount 
Local

Grant 
Amount 
$US

Community 
Contribution Cash 

(Local/$US)

Community 
Contribution In-
Kind (Local/$US)

Third-Party 
Contribution 
Cash (Local/

$US)

Third-Party 
Contribution In-
Kind (Local/$US)

Basic sewing 
machines

Equipment 50000
0.00

3.00 1500000.
00

0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00 1500000.0
0

$525.00 0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00

No need to complete this section when working offline. This section will automatically calculate when the detailed budget has been entered in the PCGO portal.

Enter each item that will be required to complete the project.  For the budget category, you will need to classify each item as one of the following budget categories: Equipment, 
Labor, Land/Venue Rental, Materials Transport, Materials/Supplies, Other, Travel/Per Diem/Food/Lodging.  It is recommended that you use the supplemental spreadsheet found at 
http://files.peacecorps.gov/donate/Small_Grants_Budget_Worksheet.xls to complete your initial budget offline. The Grants Coordinator at your post can also provide you a copy.
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Budget Narrative (optional)

Double-Needle 
Lockstich 
Machine

Equipment 15000
00.00

1.00 1500000.
00

0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00 1500000.0
0

$525.00 0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00

Industrial 
Grade Sewing 
Machines

Equipment 20000
00.00

2.00 4000000.
00

0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00 4000000.0
0

$1400.00 0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00

New Gemsy 
Overlock 
Sewing 
Machine

Equipment 14500
00.00

1.00 1450000.
00

1450000.0
0

$507.50 0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00

New Gemsy 
Semi-Inudstrial 
Sewing U20 
Machine

Equipment 15500
00.00

1.00 1550000.
00

1550000.0
0

$542.50 0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00

New Gemsy 
Light Basic 
Sewing 
Machine

Equipment 10560
00.00

4.00 4224000.
00

4224000.0
0

$1478.40 0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00

EEMO Modas 
Technical 
Support @ 1 
staff x 6 
months @ 8 
hours per 
month each

Labor 23437
2.60

1.00 234372.6
0

0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00 234372.60 $82.03 0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00

EEMO Modas 
Secretary/Hou
sekeeping @ 1 
staff x 6 
months @ 14 
hours per 
month each

Labor 41015
2.05

1.00 410152.0
5

0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00 410152.05 $143.55 0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00

EEMO Modas 
Supervision @ 
3 staff x 6 
months @ 16 
hours per 
month each

Labor 23437
2.60

3.00 703117.8
0

0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00 703117.80 $246.09 0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00

EEMO Modas 
Directo @ 1 
staff x 6 
months @ 16 
hours per 
month each

Labor 15000
00.00

1.00 1500000.
00

0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00 1500000.0
0

$525.00 0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00

Monthly Locale 
Rental and 
Utilities 
Expenses x 6 
months

Land/Venue 
Rental

60000.
00

6.00 360000.0
0

0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00 360000.00 $126.00 0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00

Transportation 
of New 
Equipment

Materials 
Transport

35000
0.00

1.00 350000.0
0

0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00 350000.00 $122.50 0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00

Chamber of 
Commerce 
Legal 
Registration 
Expenses

Other 10000
0.00

1.00 100000.0
0

0.00 $0.00 100000.00 $35.00 0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00

Scholarships in 
Fashion Design

Other 60000
0.00

15.00 9000000.
00

0.00 $0.00 9000000.00 $3150.00 0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00

Total 7,224,000
.00

$2,528.4
0

9,100,000
.00

$3,185.0
0

10,557,6
42.45

$3,695.1
8

0.00 $0.00 0.00 $0.00
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Environmental Review

Budget Category Grant Contribution Community Contribution Third-Party Contribution

Equipment New Gemsy Light Basic Sewing Machine, New 
Gemsy Overlock Sewing Machine, New Gemsy 
Semi-Industrial 20U Machine: cost of four new 
basic sewing machines of mid-range quality, 
new overlock sewing machine (also known as a 
‘serger’), and specialized, semi-industrial sewing 
machine to be purchased in Barranquilla which 
the FRNS will take possession of for the 
exclusive use of the women for production and 
educational purposes. Value-Added Tax (‘IVA’) 
included in cost shown in budget.

Double-Needle Lockstich Machine and 
Industrial Grade Sewing Machines: 
approximate resale value of double-needle 
lockstitch sewing machine currently 
possessed by EEMO Modas to be contributed 
to the project. Basic sewing machines: 
approximate resale value of machines 
currently possessed by three of the 
benefitting women to be contributed to the 
project. Machine values include depreciation.

Labor EEMO Secretary: 8.75% of time in full-time 
role (14 hours monthly, rate of $4,883). 
EEMO Director: 10% of time in full-time role 
(16 hours monthly, rate of $15,625). EEMO 
Supervision: 20% of time of part-time fashion 
design instructors (16 hours monthly each, 
rate of $4,883). EEMO Technical Support: 
10% of time of part-time heavy machinery 
instructor (8 hours monthly, rate of $4,883).

Land/Venue Rental Locale Rental and Utilities Expenses: 
Allocated cost of rent and utilities which 
EEMO Modas pays monthly to the project. 
Monthly rent and utilities are $600.000 COP 
with an estimated 10% going toward the 
project over six months.

Materials Transport Transportation of New Equipment: Cost to 
transport five ‘New Basic Sewing Machines’, 
‘New Overlock Sewing Machine’, and ‘New 
Buttonhole Sewing Machine’ from Barranquilla 
to the EEMO Modas campus in Fundación.

Materials/Supplies

Other Scholarships in Fashion Design: cost of 15 
scholarships for benefitting women. Cost of 
course in fashion design is $110.000 COP per 
month per student, $50.000 COP of which the 
FRNS sponsors and $50.000 COP of which the 
Angels Foundation sponsors. Chamber of 
Commerce Legal Registration Expenses: 
approximate cost of registering an LLC, non-
profit or association. Type of legal entity to be 
determined and cost will fluctuate accordingly 
around $100.000 COP regardless of legal entity 
structure.

Travel/Per Diem/Food/Lodging

This section describes the types of items or services that will be purchased in each budget category. It gives a snapshot of what will be purchased to complete the project.  The 
budget narrative differs from the detailed budget in that it summarizes all budget line items within the same category.  The fields completed here should match the categories used 
in the "Budget Detail" Section.
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a. grading trenching, or excavation in cubic meters or hectare

b. geologic hazards (faults, landslides, liquefaction, un-engineered fill, etc.)

c. contaminated soils or ground water on the site

e. loss of high-quality farmlands in hectares 

d. offsite overburden/waste disposal or borrow pits required in cubic meters or tons

N

N

N

N

N

1. Earth Resources

2. Agricultural and Agrochemical

a. impacts of inputs such as seeds and fertilizers

b. impact of production process on human health and environment

c. other adverse impacts

N

N

N

3. Industries

a. impacts of run-off and run-on water

b. impact of farming such as intensification or extensification

c. impact of other factors

N

N

N

A. CHECKLIST FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES: Check appropriate column as Yes (Y), Maybe (M), No (N) or Beneficial 
(B). Briefly explain Y, M and B checks in next Section, "Explanations". A "Y" response does not necessarily indicate a significant 
effect, but rather an issue that requires focused consideration. 

For grant projects involving 1) water/sanitation; 2) agriculture such as agroforestry and community gardens, and 3) environment such as natural 
resource management, Volunteers must complete and submit an environmental screening form to the grant review committee. The grant review 
committee must ensure that information on the form is taken into consideration and given significant weight. The Volunteer and committee will determine 
what, if any, measures must be taken to mitigate and monitor the environmental impact of the project. 
 
The purpose of this Environmental Review and Assessment Checklist (ER Checklist) is to determine whether the proposed action (scope of work) 
encompasses the potential for environmental pollution or concern and, if so, to determine the scope and extent of additional environmental evaluation, 
mitigation, and monitoring necessary to fulfill federal U.S. environmental requirements. The ER Checklist is intended to be used by both the Peace Corps 
personnel who submit project proposals and the grant selection committee to ensure that environmental consequences are taken into account before 
making an award for a proposed activity. The environmental consequences checklist will assist in determining the potential environmental impact of the 
proposal. 
 
Include cost information on any environmental mitigation and monitoring in the overall budget proposal. Appropriate environmental mitigation and 
monitoring is considered an integral aspect of the overall project activity. 
 
Please provide the following information. This information will assist the grant award committee in making an environmental impact determination on the 
proposed activity. 

Rented educational space with seamstress equipment in semi-residential, semi-commercial area. 

Entrepeneurship - Community Economic Develoment

Organize and educate group in fashion design/tailor entrepreneurial venture, procure sewing equipment to accelerate business and 
production, and expand/formalize the business.

Project/Activity 
Description

Type of 
Project/Activity

Baseline 
Environmental 
Conditions
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a. substantial increase in onsite air pollutant emissions (construction/operation)

b. violation of applicable air pollutant emissions or ambient concentration standards

c. substantial increase in vehicle traffic during construction or operation

e. substantial increase in odor during construction or operation

d. demolition or blasting for construction

N

N

N

N

N

4. Air Quality

f. substantial alteration of microclimate N

a. river, stream or lake onsite or within 30 meters of construction

b. withdrawals from or discharges to surface or ground water

c. excavation or placing of fill, removing gravel from, a river, stream or lake

d. onsite storage of liquid fuels or hazardous materials in bulk quantities

N

N

N

N

5. Water Resources and Quality

a. prehistoric, historic, or paleontological resources within 30 meters of construction

b. site/facility with unique cultural or ethnic values

N

N

6. Cultural Resources

a. vegetation removal or construction in wetlands or riparian areas in hectare

b. use of pesticides/rodenticides, insecticides, or herbicides in hectare

N

N

7. Biological Resources

c. Construction in or adjacent to a designated wildlife refuge N

a. potential conflict with adjacent land uses

b. non-compliance with existing codes, plans, permits or design factors

c. construction in national park or designated recreational area

e. relocation of >10 individuals for +6 months

d. create substantially annoying source of light or glare

N

N

N

N

N

8. Planning and Land Use

f. interrupt necessary utility or municipal service > 10 individuals for +6 months N

g. substantial loss of inefficient use of mineral or non-renewable resources

h. increase existing noise levels >5 decibels for +3 months

N

N

a. increase vehicle trips >20% or cause substantial congestion

b. design features cause or contribute to safety hazards

N

N

9. Traffic, Transportation and Circulation

c. inadequate access or emergency access for anticipated volume of people or traffic N

a. substantially increase risk of fire, explosion, or hazardous chemical release

b. bulk quantities of hazardous materials or fuels stored on site +3 months

N

N

10. Hazards

c. create or substantially contribute to human health hazard N

11. Other Issues
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a. substantial adverse impact

b. adverse impact

N

N

c. minimal impact N

E. PROPOSED MONITORING MEASURES (if any): 

D. PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES (if any): 

C. IDENTIFIED SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS (including physical, biological and social), if any: 
(Use ER to identify significant environmental impacts)

B. EXPLANATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES: explain Y, M and B responses

Grant Performance Indicators
When you are applying for a grant and filling in your grant application, you will only fill in the first column titled, "Initial Indicators". At this time, you will estimate the number of 
organizations or community members that you anticipate will participate in, benefit from, or be affected by your project. You must enter a non-zero number for at least one initial 
grant-specific indicator for the project to be approved.

When your project is complete and you are filling out your grant completion report, you will only fill in the second column titled, "Final Indicators". In this column, you will report 
the actual number of organizations or community members that participated in, benefited from or were affected by your project.  You must enter a non-zero number for at least 
one final grant-specific indicator to confirm that the project met agreed-upon funding requirements.

Region / 
Country

Type Program Element Metric Categories Initial 
Indicators

Final 
Indicators

Colombia All # of Beneficiaries 
(indirect)

# of community members 
who receive an indirect 
benefit from the project, not 
including direct project 
participants

Male(s) 25 
and above

10

Female(s) 25 
and above

75

Male(s) 15-24 10

Female(s) 15-
24

75

Male(s) 14 
and below

150

Female(s) 14 
and below

150

# of Participants 
(direct)

# of community members 
directly involved in the design 
and implementation of the 
project, including those who 
attend trainings or workshops

Male(s) 15-24 0

Female(s) 15-
24

4

Female(s) 14 
and below

0
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Colombia All # of Participants 
(direct)

# of community members 
directly involved in the design 
and implementation of the 
project, including those who 
attend trainings or workshops

Male(s) 14 
and below

0

Male(s) 25 
and above

3

Female(s) 25 
and above

16

Capacity Development # of community 
organizations and/or 
associations that will have 
increased capacity due to this 
small grant

Organizations 4

# of individuals who will have 
increased capacity due to this 
small grant

Female(s) 25 
and above

11

Male(s) 25 
and above

0

Male(s) 14 
and below

0

Female(s) 14 
and below

0

Female(s) 15-
24

4

Male(s) 15-24 0

# service providers who will 
have increased capacity due 
to this small grant

Male(s) 15-24 0

Female(s) 25 
and above

3

Male(s) 25 
and above

2

Female(s) 15-
24

0

New Technology & 
Practices

# of individuals who have 
applied new technologies 
and/or practices as a result 
of this grant

Female(s) 14 
and below

0

Male(s) 25 
and above

0

Female(s) 25 
and above

11

Male(s) 15-24 0

Female(s) 15-
24

4

Male(s) 14 
and below

0

# of new technologies and/or 
practices that will have been 
adopted as a result of this 
small grant

Practices 5

Technologies 5

SPA 6.1.1, Cross Cutting # of children benefitting/ 
using

Male(s) 14 
and below

0

Female(s) 14 
and below

0

# of community groups 
benefitting

Community 
groups

4

# of grants and size of grants 
to community organizations

$500 and 
below

0

$500-$1000 0

$1,000-
$5,000

0

$5,000-
$7,000

0
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STOP HERE, if you are filling out your grant application - you are done!  

If you have completed your project and are filling in your completion report information, be sure to fill in your final indicators in the 
"Grant Performance Indicators" section above.  Then, fill in your final narrative and budget below.

Colombia SPA 6.1.1, Cross Cutting # of grants and size of grants 
to community organizations

$7,000-
$10,000

0

Grants 0

# of men benefitting/ using Male(s) 15-24 0

Male(s) 25 
and above

0

# of new services provided Services 1

# of projects implemented Projects 1

# of service providers 
benefitting/using

Male(s) 25 
and above

2

Female(s) 25 
and above

3

Male(s) 15-24 0

Female(s) 15-
24

0

# of women 
benefitting/using

Female(s) 15-
24

4

Female(s) 25 
and above

11

# of youth participating Female(s) 15-
24

4

Male(s) 15-24 0
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Tell Your Story

Goals Achieved, Changes 
in Initial Objectives, and 
Community Feeling

Sustainability

Capacity and Skills Built

Lessons Learned and 
Promising Practices

Unexpected Events and 
Recommendations

Please fill in each box explaining the outcomes of your project.

Completion Report Narrative

Every project has a story. Please 
describe any anecdotal 
evidence/stories from a 
community member or your 
personal experience that attest 
to the project's success. This 
vignette may be used to 
highlight your exemplary work 
when reporting to stakeholders.
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Final Budget

Final Budget Summary

Activity Grant Amount Community Contribution 
Cash

Community Contribution 
In-Kind

Third-Party Contribution 
Cash

Third-Party Contribution In-
Kind

Equipment $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Labor $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Land/Venue Rental $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Materials Transport $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Materials/Supplies

Other $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Travel/Per 
Diem/Food/Lodging

Total $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Date Receipt 
#

Item 
Description

Budget 
Category

Unit 
Cost

Qty Total 
Cost

Grant 
Amount 
(Local 
Currenc
y)

Grant 
Amount 
($US)

Community 
Contribution Cash 
(Local Currency/
$US)

Community 
Contribution In-
Kind (Local 
Currency/$US)

Third-Party 
Contribution 
Cash (Local 
Currency/$US)

Third-Party 
Contribution In-
Kind (Local 
Currency/$US)

Total

No need to complete this section when working offline. This section will automatically calculate when the Final Project Log has been entered in the PCGO portal.

Use this project log to record each receipt collected for your project. You will need to classify each item as one of the following budget categories: Equipment, Labor, Land/Venue Rental, 
Materials Transport, Materials/Supplies, Other, Travel/Per Diem/Food/Lodging.  It is recommended that you use the supplemental spreadsheet to complete your final budget offline.  This 
can be found at http://files.peacecorps.gov/donate/Final_Report_Project_Log.xls

Final Grant Performance Indicators
Please go back to the previous "Grant Performance Indicators" section and fill in the column titled, "Final Indicators" to report on the results of your project. In this column, you will 
report the actual number of organizations or community members that participated in, benefited from or were affected by your project. You must enter a non-zero number for at least 
one final grant specific indicator to confirm that the project met agreed-upon funding requirements.
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